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5 Abstracts

Defense Against Graphite Bombs

Babak Tavakoli Moghaddam1

Mahdi Chitsaz Dehkhar Ghani1

Graphite bombs belong to the soft bomb group. These bombs are designed for disabling power

plants and electrical facilities without making any civil damages resulting from explosion. The

defense against such probability threats and being aware of different confrontation strategies are

one of the important aspects of passive defense.

The counterattack against graphite bombs can be categorized in four steps including:1- detecting

and tracking the threats; 2- comouflage engineering for electrical power networks, radars and

telecommunication towers; 3- applying advanced engineering methods including: underground

cabling, metal shield ceilings, polymer webs to catch the fibers preventing from short circuit

occurrence, fiber capturing umbrellas, plant structure insulations, control room consideration,

employing electrostatic fibers and etc. in power plants; 4- training skillful experts for managing

risky conditions and removing the fibers and reconnecting the power ASAP after the attack.

In this study, the counterattack strategies mentioned in the third step above will be offered and some

practical results will be presented.

Key Words: Graphite Bombs and Defense, Soft Bomb, Power Plant, Kosovo War, Persian Gulf

War
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